Two Case Histories of remote work
To aid understanding in dealing with earth-bound, non-physical entities.

Reminder to be Thorough.
We received a request from a woman in the Midwest, ..and performed a remote scan of
her energy signature and Aura. We found a couple of breaks but no attachments, and
reported the results. She replied, stating that the report didn’t make sense, and that
she still had real problems, noting that she felt “drained” of energy… We had missed
something… We then acquired her home address and, scanning the vicinity of her
home, found two discarnate children..
We found Catharine and Mark Albertson, sister (12) and brother (10) who
passed in 1861, having lived in the area around (withheld) Indiana. We
gained information regarding events leading to their death, and current
conditions..
Catherine had tried to stop Mark from throwing up.. he had had seizures,
after being administered drugs by their Doctor. At First Mark was afraid
(discarnates are not used to hearing people who can talk with them - and
they routinely feel lost and tired) so we spoke with Catherine..
They had both died of the illness the doctor had tried to treat. We asked
Catherine the question we routinely ask - If there was someone you could see
- that you thought you'd never see again, who would that be? She identified
her mother, Emma Albertson.. Who we called for ..and she came from the
Light and made her presence known. (We used appropriate protocol to
ascertain she was legitimate, since imposters have attempted and may
attempt to deceive).
With the arrival of his mother, Mark’s fear was
dissipated, but she also triggered another reaction.
Mark was angry, wanting to know why they gave him the drug(s). His
mother had come into his room with the doctor and he didn't understand - as
he soon thereafter went into the seizures and had a rough time of it attributing that to the drugs - which was not what killed him (but he was only
10 years old; from his perspective it was still 1861). Discarnates do not learn
ANYTHING after they leave the body until the make it into the Light.
We explained things to Mark, and (using appropriate protocol) we asked
Emma to take both children into the Light, and she did.
We told the client, “You may find your house feels different and will likely
notice the drain of energy is no longer a factor. Thanks again for helping us
find… as well as the honor of being able to help these two children.”
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A little girl needed Help.
We were asked to help in the case of an 8 year old girl, whose adoptive
parents were understandably very concerned as they were forced into a
situation in which they had to relinquish custody of the child. Using the
Protocol developed we ascertained she had been experiencing an energydraining and malevolent attachment since her birth – which we dealt with.
She no longer has that condition.

The initial scan revealed something dark attached to her Aura. When we got
the team assembled, and did a more complete scan, we also found a break in
the 3rd eye chakra and redness in her throat area.. The Session revealed
there was an entity attached. This was Antoine - a black man and former
missionary who had died in Africa. He was very angry. He had been
attached to the girl’s birth mother (who had been a heroin user) prior to the
child’s birth, having found the mother by following her through other people..
and then attached to the baby.
After connecting with Antoine, and asking him to look inside himself, we
found that he (Antoine) also had 3 dark ones embedded in his heart area.
We proceeded to identify 3 demons, (calling them 1, 2, and 3 since they did
not have names) and – using the Light Snake (powered by energy from 4
Archangels) and appropriate protocol and dialogue - converted them to
Angels of Light.. The formerly deceived angels were told to UNDO everything
they had done to the girl, which they then accomplished.. (once converted,
they were willing).
Antoine conveyed the person he’d most like to see that he could believe in
was his wife, Anna. And we called into the Light for Anna (who later told us
she had been waiting for him). She arrived, participated in the Session, was
confirmed to not be an imposter, and then took him on into the Light. 1a, 2a,
and 3a (renamed since their conversion) also went into the Light.
We rechecked the girl and her 3rd eye area was now intact and the redness
was gone from her throat.
We passed the following (and other recommendations) on to the ones that
had asked for help:
Here’s the analogy –
The little girl is no longer “on fire” but she was certainly burned and will likely
take a while to heal. AND I will add – NO amount of traditional treatment or
talk therapy or allopathic medicine (drugs) could have done ANYTHING but
MASK the condition – nor can modern medicine “cure” such a condition in any
case where such a situation exists - unless and until the attached entity is
removed.
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